Mutation L33M in the HR1 region of HIV-1 gp41 may play a role in T20 resistance.
Although Enfuvirtide (T20) has not been used in China, investigating the natural occurrence of primary resistance mutations in the HR1 region of the gp41 sequence from T20 naïve patients would help in determining treatment strategies for AIDS patients. To investigate natural mutations in the HR1 region of the gp41 sequence in China and evaluate their biological function. The amino acid sequences in the HR1 region of 27 isolates including subtypes AE, BC and B' from Chinese T20 naïve patients were analyzed. All 27 isolates were constructed into pseudoviruses and their susceptibility to T20 was measured by using recombinant virus assays. Mutations in a 10 amino acid motif, such as N42S and N42R, and those outside this motif, such as L33M, R46S, A50V, Q52H and L54M, were found in the 27 isolates. N in position 42 was mutated to S in all three AE subtype strains and 17 of 18 subtype BC strains, whilst it was mutated to R in all 6 subtypes B strains. Compared to the SF162 strain, the susceptibility of the mutants, except for L33M, to T20 was not significantly different. After L was mutated to M in position 33 of six strains by site directed mutagenesis, their IC50 values were increased by 3.7-7.9-fold. Mutations outside a 10 amino acid motif in HR1, such as L33M, may cause T20 resistance.